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Recent Trends
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State of the Global 
Fintech Market

• In 2018, global fintech investments hit a new record of over $39 billion.

• Globally, percentage of early-stage investments (i.e., seed) dropped, consistent with 
the size of deals increasing and investments concentrating. 

• 39 global fintech “unicorns” valued at $147.37 billion (e.g., Stripe, Avant, Credit 
Karma, SoFi and others).

• Large funding rounds allow established start-ups to stay private.

• CBInsights predicts that banks will remain cautious on acquisitions, with regulatory 
barriers, legacy tech infrastructure and cultural barriers creating issues.

• Only 20 fintechs have been acquired by banks with Goldman being the most active.

Source: 2019 Fintech Trends to Watch, CBInsights (2019), https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/fintech-trends-2019/
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Areas of Recent Interest 

• Digital Banking – start-ups challenging traditional banks in niche areas, 
championed in Europe and spreading to other jurisdictions.

• Marketplace Lending – after a difficult 2016 – 17, 2018 saw new start-ups 
focused on point-of-sale and emerging markets (e.g., Bread and Divido). 

• Insurtech – large funding rounds for unicorns like Oscar, Metromile and Root.

• Wealthtech – increased activity, including robo-advisor start-ups. 

• Capital Markets Infrastructure – automation and communication investments; 
banking-as-as-service. 

• Machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions impacting all of the areas 
listed above. 

Source: Global Fintech Report Q3 2018, CBInsights (2018), https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/fintech-trends-q3-2018/.
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Recent Trends

• Fintechs and banks are collaborating to leverage other’s strengths:

– Banks bring regulatory infrastructure and deep relationships with customers.

– Fintechs bring consumer-facing technology and distribution. 

• Small banks and fintechs are launching debit cards, in part fueled by the lack of 
Durbin Amendment fee caps for banks with under $10 billion in assets. 

• Open banking allows fintechs to leverage open financial data and develop new 
applications and services, particularly in the EU. 

• Bank technology platforms are building out and rebranding products (e.g., 
Marcus). 

Source: Building the Bank of the Future, CBInsights (2019), https://www.cbinsights.com/research/briefing/bank-future/
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Strategic Risks for Banks 
Presented by Digital Transformation

• OCC Semiannual Risk Perspective (Spring 2019) cites rapid growth in financial 
technology and regulatory technology as increasing operational and strategic 
risk.

• The OCC describes operational risks from innovation in financial products and 
services and increasing use of third parties to provide and support operations 
that are not effectively implemented and controlled.

• The OCC describes strategic risks from (1) competitive pressure from fintechs
and other nonbank financial service providers, (2) customer expectations for 
delivery of financial services and (3) changing bank business models; on the 
other hand, the OCC cites risks from a slow-adopter strategy.
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Strategic Risks for Banks 
Presented by Digital Transformation

• Challenges for banks include:

– Huge financial resources needed to fund digital transformation, including 
investments in AI and distributed ledger technology

– Burden of legacy systems

– Reliance on core processing firms (e.g., cloud-based solutions)

– Competition for software development and data analytics talent

– Reliance on third parties to leverage technical expertise

• Fundamental need for good corporate governance and effective risk 
management.
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Spectrum of Fintech 
Investments by Financial Institutions

LICENSING

Financial institution obtains right to use new technology

SERVICES AGREEMENTS

Outsourcing, Software as a Service (SaaS), data analytic 

agreements, etc. where the fintech processes data for the 

financial institution

PLATFORM COLLABORATION / WHITE LABEL ARRANGEMENT

Commercial arrangement between financial institution and 

fintech to obtain “white label” services or technology 

“powered by” arrangement

JOINT VENTURE / STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

Co-ownership of a new venture with an existing company to 

develop and commercialize specific new ideas or products

MINORITY / MAJORITY INVESTMENT

Monetary investment in an existing company (early or late 

stage) that results in a minority or majority ownership interest in 

the company

ACQUISITION 

Monetary investment in an existing company (early or late 

stage) that results in 100% ownership of the company or 

establishment of a start-up newco

Collaboration Transactions Investment Transactions



II. Collaboration Transactions: 
Licensing, Services Agreements and 

Platform/White Label 
Arrangements
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Licensing Software and Data

• Financial institution obtains right to use the fintech’s software or data 
on the financial institution’s systems

• Fintech agrees to provide ongoing support and updates
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Key Issues in Licensing

• Use rights

• Functionality

• Performance

• Price

• Enabling compliance

• Term and termination

• Liability

• Provider financial condition
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Technology Services

• A “Software as a Service” or outsourcing model

• Fintech processes the financial institution’s data on the fintech’s
systems using its own software or data and its data analytics and other 
talent

• Fintech delivers recommendations, predictions and other insights to 
the financial institution

• Financial institution uses those insights to interact with customers
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Key Issues in Technology 
Services Transactions

• Use rights

• Functionality

• Performance

• Price

• Enabling compliance

• Term and termination

• Liability

• Provider financial 
condition

• Data security, data privacy 
and incident response

• Audits and examinations

• Personnel

• Disaster recovery and 
business continuity

• IP rights 

• Disengagement services
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Digital Platform Agreement

Platform
Provider

Financial 
Institution 

Products Front 
End 

Other 
Products 

(Optional)

Customers
Financial

Institution
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Advantages of Digital Platforms

Key advantages
of digital 

platforms 
include 

Improved 
customer 
experience

Scalability and 
more efficient 
product delivery

Ability to leverage 
data generated by 
platform participants

Potentially increased 
value from 
network effects
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How Platforms Differ 
from Technology Services

• Fintech platforms perform front-office, 
revenue-generating, customer-facing 
functions (not back-office functions)

• Platform services shape customer 
experiences

• The customer’s use of the platform may 
create an independent customer-platform 
provider relationship
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Key Issues in Fintech Platform
Collaborations

• Use rights

• Functionality

• Performance

• Price

• Compliance

• Term and termination

• Liability

• Provider financial 
condition

• Data security, data privacy 
and incident response

• Audits and examinations

• Personnel

• Disaster recovery and 
business continuity

• IP rights 

• Disengagement services

• Control over platform

• Customer complaints

• Antitrust, non-competition 
and exclusivity

• Agency and licensing

• Use of financial institution’s 
branding

• Rights to ongoing customer 
relationships



III. Investment Transactions: 

Minority Investments, 

Majority Investments and 

Full Company Acquisitions
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Overview

Three Types of Deals:

1. Minority Investment.  Purchase of non-controlling stake (i.e., less than 50% of equity 
interests).  Often motivated primarily by financial return, and potentially preferred access to 
fintech company technology, data, etc.

2. Majority Investment.  Purchase of controlling stake (i.e., greater than 50% of equity interests).  
Often motivated by desire for day-to-day control over operations, while allowing for equity 
“upside” for managers or strategic players.

3. Full Company Acquisition. Acquisition of the fintech company or its business, via stock deal, 
asset deal or merger.  

Note re: Terminology:  A “joint venture” may result from either a minority or majority investment.  
When used in this presentation, we refer to an investment as a joint venture if two or more parties 
share management/control and are actively involved in the operation.
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Preliminary Considerations

Minority Investment Majority Investment Full Company Acquisition

Diligence Least Amount Higher Level (virtually the same as Full Company 
Acquisition)

Highest Level of Diligence

Regulatory 
Burdens

Can be structured to minimize regulatory 
burdens (e.g., to avoid the fintech
company becoming a BHC)

Fintech company will generally be a “Subsidiary” 
of Acquirer and be subject to regulatory 
supervision and oversight 

Fintech company will be a “Subsidiary” of 
Acquirer and be subject to regulatory 
supervision and oversight 

Control Rights Very limited More control (but potentially subject to minority 
“veto”), which also brings responsibility

Full Control

Exit / Liquidity Critical consideration, but value may be 
discounted for lack of control and 
timing/ability to exit may be subject to 
restriction (e.g., ROFR)

Drag / Tag / ROFO typical approach Full Control and responsibility for seller 
indemnities

Culture / Fit / 
Synergies

Not as important Culture “fit” and key employee retention 
concerns

Able to achieve some synergies

Culture “fit” and key employee retention 
concerns

Full realization of Synergies
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Diligence

Minority Investment Majority Investment Full Company Acquisition

• Focus on capitalization / ownership of 
equity

• Red flag review of contracts, IP, 
employee benefits, labor, real estate, 
etc.

• Minority investment would not 
typically trigger contractual 
restrictions on change of control 
(although board / protective clauses 
should be considered)

• Don’t forget accounting/financial due 
diligence if investment is material

Will generally track scope of diligence for full 
company acquisition

Legal
• Capitalization/Ownership

• Review contracts with focus on data 
security, compliance, change of 
control/assignment, exclusivity, non-
competes, etc.

• Data Privacy / Compliance

• Review IP disputes/ownership –
Don’t forget Source Code!

• Employee Benefits / Labor (liabilities 
and post-closing integration)

• Real Estate (leases / title)

Tax
Accounting
Finance
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Control Rights / 
Protective Provisions

Minority Investment Majority Investment Full Company Acquisition

• Antidilution / preemptive rights

• Veto rights over “Major Decisions”, such as:

• Hiring/Firing of Key Executives

• Debt

• Changes in Business

• Approval over Annual Budget

• Right to appoint board member? 

• Information Rights (financial statements, etc.)

• Will you be able to prohibit your competitors from becoming 
shareholders?

**All of the foregoing to be balanced against regulatory implications, 
and the specific % ownership will drive what is reasonable/appropriate

• How much negative control will 
be conceded to the minority 
investors (same topics as left-
hand column but opposite 
perspective)?

Unnecessary
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Exit Rights / Liquidity

Minority Investment Majority Investment Full Company Acquisition

• Tag-along rights?  

• Registration Rights

• Right to sell to third parties, 
potentially subject to a ROFO or ROFR 
(but will not share in control 
premium)

• Drag-Along Rights?  Full control over disposition
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Acquisition / Investment 
Agreement Terms

Minority Investment Majority Investment Full Company Acquisition

• Reps/warranties may be more limited 
in scope to “Fundamental” reps 
(ownership, capitalization)

• Since investor will own only a fraction 
of the total fintech company, the 
investor’s share of losses for 
“company level” issues is limited to 
the ownership percentage.  

• Similar to full company acquisition

• Will need to negotiate shareholders’ 
agreement or similar document at same 
time to address the topics previously 
discussed.  

• Reps/Warranties and indemnities key 
mechanism to protect value 
(recourse to seller)

• Interim operating covenants

• Closing conditions / antitrust / 
regulatory approvals



IV. Regulatory Due Diligence 

and Regulatory Considerations 

for Fintech Investments 
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Introduction—
What is Regulatory Diligence?

• Flexible concept

• Generally:

Any review of a counterparty to a transaction that seeks to understand 
that counterparty’s ability to comply, and actual compliance with, 
applicable law and regulatory expectations governing conduct in a 
particular industry

• Supplements general corporate and legal diligence
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Introduction — Why 
Conduct Regulatory Diligence?

• Understanding and mitigating risks

• Structuring transactions (including future transactions) efficiently with 
respect to regulatory risks and requirements

• Adhering to regulatory expectations

– Safety and soundness expectations of banking regulators

– Vendor management expectations of banking and consumer finance 
regulators

• Developing required transaction disclosures (e.g., in a public M&A 
transaction, securities offering or securitization)
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Types of Regulatory Risk

• Liability to Counterparty 

– May be more of a concern in investment deals than collaboration deals.

• Liability to You Post-Transaction

– Arises with both collaboration and investment deals, but in different ways.

• Business Interruption Risk

– You don’t want to discover after an investment that the target’s most profitable product or service 
was illegal, or that the target lacked a critical license.

– In a collaboration deal, you want to be sure that the counterparty’s ability to provide critical 
services won’t be shut down.

• Asset impairment/unenforceability risk

– Primarily arises when acquiring credit assets or receivables.

• Regulatory oversight risk

• Reputational risk
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Assessing What’s Material

• Materiality means that a finding is likely to impact your assessment of 
the deal’s value.

• To identify what is material, you need to understand both the deal 
structure and what’s important to the client.  E.g.:

– Past violations that have been resolved might not matter as much if you 
are just buying a platform.  But if you are investing in fintech and see the 
management team as key to the value proposition, then consider 
whether the past violations are evidence of a weak culture of compliance.

– The target has a product with features that arguably doesn’t comply with 
legal requirements.  How important is the product to the client’s 
valuation?
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Assess Materiality Early

• Assess materiality of potential findings up front.  Then, focus your resources on what 
matters most to the client. 

• Consider a multi-stage review, focusing on gating issues first.

– Evaluate whether target will accommodate this.

– Be sure clients won’t treat initial findings as final. 

• Limit cost by addressing most crucial issues upfront, while leaving general compliance 
reviews later (even after the transaction in some cases)

• May be preferable for:

– Asset classes in which there are clear “deal killer” issues

– Multi-stage bid processes

– Full acquisitions of mature companies, where robust monitoring, audit, complaint tracking, etc. 
can identify material issues and other “clean-up” reviews can occur post-signing
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Using Diligence Findings—
Pre- and Post-Closing Conditions

• Use diligence findings to modify counterparty conduct across its 
business

– Pre-closing conditions

• “Must have” items with clear solutions (e.g., obtaining required licenses, correcting contract 
and/or disclosure problems, etc.)

– Post-closing conditions

• Conducting additional compliance reviews in areas in which there is risk of an issue, but no 
immediately-apparent violations (e.g., marketing)

• Ongoing implementation of compliance management enhancement (e.g., adhering to 
training, monitoring and auditing schedules)
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Using Diligence Findings—
Transaction Documentation

• Align transaction documents with closing conditions

– Licensing-related eligibility criteria for loan portfolio or platform purchase 
supplementing a licensing pre-closing condition

– Making conditions actionable: Adding R&Ws, compliance side letters, etc. 
that align with continuing obligations in post-closing covenants

• Additional compliance-related eligibility criteria applicable only to 
your loan portfolio or platform purchase and/or financing

– May be appropriate if an issue is ambiguous, but you have a lower risk 
tolerance for purchased/financed assets than the counterparty has
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Using Diligence Findings—
Refresher/Bring-Down Diligences

• Additional, frequently limited-scope, reviews based on prior diligence findings 
or conducted periodically

• Prior diligence findings

– Significant CMS build-out review for implementation and use 
additional monitoring, auditing, complaint trends, etc. to further refine 
analysis of risk

– Ambiguous legal issues, including issues subject to legislative or 
regulatory guidance developments review for reaction by counterparty 
to developments

• Periodic reviews not triggered by particular findings may be appropriate in 
some cases (e.g., vendor management)



Key Regulatory 
Issues
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Licensing Approvals

• What are required state licenses?

• Will there be bank/licensee partnerships?

• Will the investor need licenses post-acquisition?
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True Lender Analysis

• Common Non-Economic “Totality of the Circumstances” Factors

– Lending Discretion. The bank should not be required to originate any loan, even if 
the loan meets the non-bank partner’s purchase eligibility requirements.

– Origination Services. The bank should be responsible for origination related 
services (e.g., application taking, processing, underwriting, etc.). To the extent that 
the non-bank partner provides origination-related services, the relationship should 
be structured as closely as possible as a vendor relationship.

– Solicitation/Marketing. The bank should be responsible for program marketing. To 
the extent that the non-bank partner provides solicitation/marketing services, the 
relationship should be structured as closely as possible as a vendor relationship.

– Reflection of Transactions on Bank’s Books. The bank should enter sales of loans (or 
associated receivables, as appropriate) on its books as sales, rather than as secured 
financings.
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True Lender Analysis

• “Economic Interest” Factors

– Bank’s Holding Period

– Other Credit Risk 

– Legal/Compliance Risk 

– Collateral Account


